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I. Facebook



Remembering Mark Zuckerberg …

November 2016







http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/digital-life-news/facebook-grants-fathers-wish-to-see-his-dead-sons-personalised-video-20140207-325z1.html

http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/digital-life-news/facebook-grants-fathers-wish-to-see-his-dead-sons-personalised-video-20140207-325z1.html


https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=3856928559695&set=vb.1772805445&type=2&theater

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=3856928559695&set=vb.1772805445&type=2&theater


2012 Facebook:

Memorialize (Default) or Delete

 Source: https://www.facebook.com/help?page=842

https://www.facebook.com/help?page=842


Facebook: Memorializing Accounts

 Source: https://www.facebook.com/help?page=842

https://www.facebook.com/help?page=842


2012 Facebook …

 ALL (memorial) or NOTHING (deleted).

 No CURATION of the final memorialised page.

(Many loved ones ‘drive’ the account after someone dies 

since they’ve been left the password, despite this being a 

Terms of Use violation).

 CONTEXT COLLAPSE (Marwick and boyd, 2011).

 Memorialised = space to remember, space to post about 

the deceased.

 There are also memorial pages (created specifically, not 

timelines) but that brings the grief trolls.



Now (2015): Facebook Legacy Contact

July 2015



https://www.facebook.com/help/241237032913527/



Facebook can’t sell ads to dead people.

But it can sell ads at memorials.

Sustainable?



II. Google



2012: To access a deceased relative’s Google account … (1/2)



2012: To access a deceased relative’s Google account … (2/2)

Source: http://support.google.com/mail/bin/

answer.py?hl=en&answer=14300

http://support.google.com/mail/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=14300


NB: Single Google Privacy Policy …

 1 March 2012: 70 different privacy policies 

for Google products (Gmail, Blogger, Picasa, 

YouTube, etc.) merged into a single Privacy 

Policy.

 +ve simplification

 -ve deep integration across all Google 

databases about you (watch something on 

YouTube, see related ads on Blogger).

 http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/

http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/


And: A Single ‘Delete’ Button, Too …

Source: http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1151740

http://support.google.com/youtube/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1151740


Single Sign-On.

All your Google eggs in one basket.



Now: Google Inactive Account Manager



Minimum Timeout Period 3 Months …



Share or Delete.





A Social Media Contradiction

“a social media contradiction may arise where users focus 

on the social elements – often acts of communication and 

sharing which are thought of as ephemeral and in the 

moment, comparable to a telephone conversation – while 

the companies and corporations creating these apps are 

more focused on the media elements, which are 

measurable, aggregatable, can be algorithmically analysed 

in a variety of potentially valuable ways, and can last 

indefinitely.” 

(Leaver & Lloyd, 2014)



III. Emerging Solutions and 

Future Directions



Perpetu (and other legacy managers)



NB: ‘Be Right Back’, Black Mirror 



LivesOn



Eterni.me



The Problems with Social Media 

Resurrection …

 LivesOn, Eterni.Me & similar start-ups presume that 

human beings can be meaningfully reduced to patterns of 

information.

 They presume that social media is either unambiguous, 

transparent, or that multiplicity can be algorithmically 

understood.

 They presume that re-animating people in digital forms is a 

goal which justifies itself.



Conclusion I: Ethics

 If social media traces can be amalgamated to inform bots, 

avatars or anything else, what are the ramifications?

 What a ‘resurrected’ bot be alive? 

 Would ‘they’ have any rights (legally or morally)?

 Could a ‘resurrected’ digital person have their own assets?  

(Or are ‘they’ an asset themselves?)



Conclusions II: History

 Currently, social media services are conceptualised and 

regulated in terms of the active user, but questions of 

legacy, history, and assets require more collective or 

transferrable models

 If the bulk of user-generated content is ‘owned’ by 

individuals, does this material have to, or should it, be 

erased when they pass away?

 In what circumstances does the historical record

supersede individual terms of use?

 At what point do big data aggregates speak more of the 

dead than or the living? 





Conclusions III: Design of Social Media Platforms

 All social media and digital platforms need to be designed with the 

potential death of users in mind from the beginning;

 at present the official policies of social media companies and online 

corporations regarding deceased users are minimal and relatively 

blunt;

 where a single account or authentication service is a gateway to 

different tools, services and content, there should be some ability to 

separate and curate these posthumously, allowing final curatorial 

decisions by digital executors; 

 private corporations will increasingly need to officialise their position on 

the maintenance of posthumous profiles, and re-evauluate these 

positions in light of actual uses;

 Companies should commit to either maintain or export the user data of 

deceased users in accordance with their wishes.



Conclusion IV: Wills & Legacies

 Set up, use, and leave a notes in your will saying you’ve set up, any 

available tools (Facebook Legacy, Google Inactive Account Manager, 

etc.).

 Given the legal ambiguities of most legal systems currently wills 

should leave ideal instructions (ie what users would like to happen), 

hoping that the laws will catch up before they die;

 Due to the lack of available options and the lack of awareness of 

official options, many users may still resort to ad hoc responses, such 

as transferring control of online profiles to immediate family members 

after a user’s death (ie leaving the password) which currently violates 

most Terms of Use etc;

 Do NOT leave passwords in wills (they are searchable documents, 

and passwords change!).



Or find me later …

http://www.tamaleaver.net/

research/the-ends-of-identity/

@tamaleaver

t.leaver@curtin.edu.au

Questions or Comments?

http://www.tamaleaver.net/research/the-ends-of-identity/

